1. INTROIT

Un - to you I lift up my soul.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

2. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A) - Also for Christ the King (C)

Let us go re - joic - ing to the house of the Lord.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

3. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B) - Also for IV Advent (C)

Lord, make us turn to you, let us see your face and we shall be saved.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

4. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C) and OFFERTORY

To you, O Lord, I lift my soul.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

5. ALLELUIA "Conditor Alme" - Sundays of Advent, plus Immaculate Conception

Al - le - lu - ia, al - le - lu - ia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), excerpted from Conditor Alme Siderum, Chant, Mode IV; © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

OFFERTORY: See #4

6. COMMUNION

The Lord will be - stow his good - ness, and our land shall yield its fruit.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

SECOND SUNDAY OF ADVENT

7. INTROIT

Peo-ple of Si-on, be - hold, the Lord is com-ing to save all na - tions.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com
8. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

\[
\text{Justice shall flourish in his time, and fullness of peace for ever.}
\]

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

9. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B) - Also for Sundays XV (B) and XIX (A)

\[
\text{Lord, let us see your kind-ness, and grant us your sal - va - tion.}
\]

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

10. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C) - Also for V Lent (C) and Sunday XXX (B)

\[
\text{The Lord has done great things for us; we are filled with joy.}
\]

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #5

11. OFFERTORY

\[
\text{Will you turn to us, O God, and re - store our life a - gain?}
\]

\[
\text{Your peo - ple will re - joice in you.}
\]

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

12. COMMUNION

\[
\text{Arise, O Je - ru - sa - lem, and stand on high,}
\]

\[
\text{and be - hold the joy that shall come to you from your God.}
\]

cvmusic.christusvincit.com
THIRD SUNDAY OF ADVENT

13. INTROIT

Re-joice in the Lord always, again I say, "Re-
joice!" Let your kindness be known to all men. The Lord is
near. Be not anxious over anything, but in all ways of
prayer, make your petitions known to God.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2005 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

14. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

My soul re-joices in my God.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on Psalm Tone 8G, © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

15. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

Cry out with joy and gladness, for among you
is the great and Holy One of Israel.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

16. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

Lord, you have blessed your land, you have ended
Jacob's captivity, you have forgiven the guilt of your people.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #5

17. OFFERTORY
18. COMMUNION

Say to the faint of heart: "Be strong, fear not; behold, the Lord will come, and he will save us."

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on Dícite, Pusíllánimes, Chant, Mode VII © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

FOURTH SUNDAY OF ADVENT

19. INTROIT - Also for the Annunciation


20. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

Let the Lord en-ter; He is King of glo-ry.


21. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

- Also for Christmas (Vigil Mass), the Chrism Mass, and Sunday XIII (A)

For ev-er I will sing the good-ness of the Lord.


RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C): See #3

ALLELUIA: See #5

22. OFFERTORY - Also for the Annunciation and the Immaculate Conception

Hail, Ma-ry, full of grace, the Lord is with thee.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

23. COMMUNION - Also for the Annunciation

Be-hold, a Vir-gin shall con-ceive and bear a Son, and his Name shall be call-ed Em-man-u-el.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on O Heiland, Reiss, Augsburg, 1666, © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
24. INTROIT

To - day you will know that the Lord is com - ing to save us; and to - mor - row you will see his glo - ry.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM: See #21

25. ALLELUIA "Divinum Mysterium"

- Christmas and other Solemnities in the Christmas Season

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on *Divinum Mysterium*, Chant, Mode V; © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

26. OFFERTORY

O prin - ces, lift up your gates, O e - ter - nal gates be lift - ed high, and the King of glo - ry shall en - ter.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

27. COMMUNION

The glo - ry of the Lord shall be re - veal - èd, and all flesh shall see the sal - va - tion which comes from our God.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

28. INTROIT

The Lord said un - to me: you are my Son; to - day I have be - got - ten you.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on *Dóminus Dixit*, Chant, Mode II © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

DECEMBER 25: CHRISTMAS (VIGIL MASS)

DECEMBER 25: CHRISTMAS (MSS AT NIGHT)
29. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

A light will shine on us this day; the Lord is born for us.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

30. OFFERTORY

For God has made the world firm, not to be moved.

Music: excerpted from In Der Ist Freude, Giovanni Giacomo Gastoldi (1556-1622), arr. by Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2005 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

31. COMMUNION

A light will shine on us this day; the Lord is born for us.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

32. INTROIT - Also for Mary, Mother of God

A light will shine on us this day; the Lord is born for us.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

33. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

A light will shine on us this day; the Lord is born for us.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

34. OFFERTORY

For God has made the world firm, not to be moved.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
35. COMMUNION - Also for Mary, Mother of God

Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

December 25: Christmas (Mass during the Day)

36. INTROIT

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

37. RESPONSORIAL PSALM and COMMUNION

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

 Alleluia: See #25

38. OFFERTORY

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

39. INTROIT - Also for Sunday XVII and the Dedication of the Lateran Basilica

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

The Holy Family of Jesus, Mary, and Joseph

40. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (ABC)

cvmusic.christusvincit.com
41. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (Opt. B)

The Lord remembers his covenant for ever.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

42. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (Opt. C)

Blessed are they who dwell in your house, O Lord.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #25

43. OFFERTORY - Also for Sunday XIX

I have put my trust in you, O Lord.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

44. COMMUNION (A)

Take the child and his mother, and go into the land of Israel,
for those who sought the child's life are dead.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

45. COMMUNION (BC) - Also for St. Joseph, Spouse of the BVM

Did you not know that I must be about my Father's business?

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

JANUARY 1: MARY, MOTHER OF GOD

Hail, holy Mother, who has brought forth the King,
the Ruler of heaven and earth for ever.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ANOHTHER INTROIT: See also #32
47. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

May God bless us in his mercy.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #25

48. OFFERTORY

Blessed are you, O Mary, Virgin all holy,
for from your womb came the Sun of Justice, Christ our God.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on Felix Namque Es, Chant, Mode I, © 2005 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

COMMUNION: See #35

49. INTROIT - Also for the Presentation of the Lord

Be hold, the sov reign Lord is com ing.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

50. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

Lord, every nation on earth will adore you.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #25

51. OFFERTORY

All the kings of the earth shall adore him; all nations shall serve him.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

52. COMMUNION

We have seen his star in the East, and have come with gifts to worship the Lord.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
53. INTROIT - Also Introit and Communion for the Chrism Mass

You have loved justice and hated iniquity.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

54. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (ABC) - Also Communion for Christ the King (BC)

The Lord will bless his people with peace.


cvmusic.christusvincit.com

55. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (Opt. B)

- Also for the Easter Vigil (Rdg. V or VII) and the Most Sacred Heart (B)

You will draw water joyfully from the springs of salvation.


cvmusic.christusvincit.com

56. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (Opt. C)

O bless the Lord, my soul.


cvmusic.christusvincit.com

57. OFFERTORY

Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord.


cvmusic.christusvincit.com

58. COMMUNION

All who have been baptized in Christ, you have put on Christ, alleluia.


cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ASH WEDNESDAY

59. INTROIT - Also for Sunday XXXI (C)

Your mercy extends to all things, O Lord.


cvmusic.christusvincit.com
60. **RESPONSORIAL PSALM** - Also for I Lent (A)

Be mer-ciful, O Lord, for we have sinned.

Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

61. **GOSPEL ACCLAMATION "Vexilla Regis"**

- Ash Wednesdays, Sundays of Lent, Passiontide, St. Joseph, and the Annunciation

Glo-ry and praise to you, Lord Je-sus Christ.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on Vexilla Regis Prodeunt, Chant, Mode I; © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

62. **DISTRIBUTION OF ASHES**

Par-ce, Dó-mi-ne, par-ce pó-pu-lo tu-o,
ne in ae-tér-num i-ra-scá-ris no-bis.

Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

63. **OFFERTORY** - Also for Sunday XVII

I will ex-tol you, O Lord, for you have raised me up.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

64. **COMMUNION**

He who pon-ders the law of the Lord day and night shall bear fruit in due time.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

**FIRST SUNDAY OF LENT**

65. **INTROIT**

When he calls to me, I will an-swer him.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A): See #60

66. **RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)**

Your ways, O Lord, are love and truth to those who keep your cov-en-ant.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
67. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

Be with me, Lord, when I am in trouble.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

GOSPEL ACCLAMATION: See #61

68. OFFERTORY and COMMUNION

The Lord will hide you with his shoulders, and under his wings you will find refuge.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

SECOND SUNDAY OF LENT

69. INTROIT - Also for the Transfiguration

My heart has declared unto you: "Seek his face."

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

OR

70. INTROIT

Remember your mercies, O Lord, and your love for they are from of old.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

71. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A) - Also for V Easter (A) and Sunday XXIX (B)

Lord, let your mercy be on us, as we place our trust in you.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

72. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B) - Also for Sunday XXIV (B)

I will walk before the Lord in the land of the living.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
73. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)
- Also Responsorial Psalm for Sunday III (A) and All Souls (Mass III), and Introit for Sunday X (AC)

The Lord is my light and my salvation.

cvmsc.christusvincit.com

GOSPEL ACCLAMATION: See #61

74. OFFERTORY - Also for Sunday XXIX

I will meditate on your commandments, which I love exceedingly.

cvmsc.christusvincit.com

75. COMMUNION - Also for the Transfiguration

Tell no one about the vision you have seen, until the Son of Man has risen from the dead.

cvmsc.christusvincit.com

THIRD SUNDAY OF LENT

76. INTROIT

My eyes are turned forever towards the Lord, for he shall release my feet from the snare.

cvmsc.christusvincit.com

OR

77. INTROIT - Also for Pentecost (Vigil Mass)

In P.T. only, add:

I will give you a new Spirit. Alleluia, alleluia.

cvmsc.christusvincit.com

78. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)
- Also for Sundays IV (B), XXIII (A), and XXVII (C)

If to-day you hear his voice, harden not your hearts.

cvmsc.christusvincit.com
79. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B) - Also for the Easter Vigil (Rdg. VI)

Lord, you have the words of everlasting life.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

80. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C) - Also for Sundays VII (AC) and VIII (B)

The Lord is kind and merciful.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

GOSPEL ACCLAMATION: See #61

81. OFFERTORY

Your servant will observe your precepts.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

82. COMMUNION (A)

He who drinks the water I shall give shall have a well

with in him springing unto eternal life, says the Lord.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

83. COMMUNION (BC) - Also for Sunday XV

Blessed are they who dwell in your house, O Lord.

They shall praise you for ever and ever.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

FIFTH SUNDAY OF LENT

84. INTROIT

Rejoice, O Jerusalem; gather round, all you who love her.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com
58. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)
- Also Responsorial Psalm for IV Easter (A), Most Sacred Heart (C), Sunday XVI (B), Christ the King (A), and All Souls (Mass I), and Communion for Sunday XXXII (BC) and All Souls

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

59. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

60. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)
- Also Responsorial Psalm for Sundays XIX (B), XX (B), and XXI (B) and Offertory for Sunday XX

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

GOSPEL ACCLAMATION: See #61

61. OFFERTORY (AB)

Music: Based on Laudáte Dóminum (Mode II); Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

62. OFFERTORY (C) - Also for Sunday X and All Souls

Music: Based on Illúmina Óculos Meos (Mode IV); Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

63. COMMUNION (A)

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

64. COMMUNION (B) - Also for the Dedication of the Lateran Basilica

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
92. COMMUNION (C)

Rejoice, for he who was dead has come back to life.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

FIFTH SUNDAY OF LENT

93. INTROIT

Vindicate me, O God, and defend my cause against an ungodly nation.

Music: based on Psalm Tone 8G; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

94. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A) - Also for Sunday X (B)

With the Lord there is mercy and fullness of redemption.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

95. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B) - Also for the Easter Vigil (Rdg. VII)

Create a clean heart in me, O God.

Music: Parce, Domine, Chant, Mode I, adapted by Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C): See #10
GOSPEL ACCLAMATION: See #61

96. OFFERTORY

I will praise you, O Lord, with all my heart.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

97. COMMUNION (A)

Out he came, hands and feet bound, he who had been dead four days.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com
98. COMMUNION (B)

A ny man who serves me must follow me, says the Lord, and where I am, my servant will also be.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

99. COMMUNION (C)

I condemn you not; go and sin no more.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

Palm Sunday of the Lord's Passion

100. ENTRANCE ANTIPHON: Festive Hosanna

Ho-san-na to the Son of Da-vid!
Ho-san-na Fi-li-o Da-vid!

Bless-ed is he who comes in the name of the Lord!
Be-ne-di-ctus qui ve-nit in nó-mi-ne Do-mi-ni!

O King of Is-ra-el!
Rex Is-ra-el!

Ho-san-na in the highest!
Ho-san-na in ex-cel-sis!
101. HYMN TO CHRIST THE KING

All glory, laud, and honor To thee, Redeemer, King,
to whom the lips of children Made sweet hosannas ring.

1. Thou art the King of Israel, Thou David's royal Son,
2. The company of angels Are praising thee on high,
3. The people of the Hebrews With palms before thee went;
4. To thee, before thy passion, They sang their hymns of praise;
5. Thou didst accept their praises; Accept the prayers we bring,

1. Who in the Lord's name comest, The King and Blessed One.
2. And mortal men and all things Created make reply.
3. Our praise and prayers and anthems Before thee we present.
4. To thee now high exalted, Our melody we raise.
5. Who in all good de-light-est, Thou good and gracious King.

Text: Gloria, Laus, et Honor; St. Theodulph of Orleans (760-821); tr. by John Mason Neale (1818-1866).
Tune: Gloria, Laus, et Honor (76 76 with Refrain), Chant Mode I, simplified by Brian Michael Page (b. 1964),
© 2014 Christus Vincit Music. cvmusic.christusvincit.com Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0)

102. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

My God, my God, why have you abandoned me?

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. cvmusic.christusvincit.com Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0)
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

GOSPEL ACCLAMATION: See #61

103. OFFERTORY

For food they gave me gall; in my thirst they gave me vinegar to drink.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

104. COMMUNION

Fa-ther, if this cup cannot pass away un-less I drink it, thy will be done.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

CHRISM MASS (MASS OF THE HOLY OILS)

INTROIT: See #53
RESPONSORIAL PSALM: See #21
GOSPEL ACCLAMATION: See #61
105. OFFERTORY

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. cvmusic.christusvincit.com

106. INTROIT - Also for the Exaltation of the Holy Cross

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. cvmusic.christusvincit.com

107. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. cvmusic.christusvincit.com

108. WASHING OF FEET

Music: based on Postquam Surréxit Dóminus, Chant, Mode IV; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. cvmusic.christusvincit.com
"Lord, are you going to wash my feet?" Jesus answered, "If I do not wash your feet, you will have no portion with me.

(Two versicles follow. Repeat above antiphon after each.)

Music: based on Postquam Surréxit Dóminus, Chant, Mode IV; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

If I, your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, then surely all the more, ought you to wash another's feet.

(One versicle follows. Repeat above antiphon after it.)

Music: based on Postquam Surréxit Dóminus, Chant, Mode IV; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

By this every one will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.

(One versicle follows. Repeat above antiphon after it.)

Music: based on Postquam Surréxit Dóminus, Chant, Mode IV; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

"I give you a new commandment:" says the Lord, love one another, just as I have loved you.

Music: based on Postquam Surréxit Dóminus, Chant, Mode IV; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

Let these three abide in you: faith, hope, and love; and the greatest of these is love.

(One versicle follows. Repeat above antiphon after it.)

Music: based on Postquam Surréxit Dóminus, Chant, Mode IV; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

109. OFFERTORY

Ubi cáritas et amor, Deus ibi est.

Text: Latin, 9th century.
Tune: Ubi Caritas (12 12 12 12 with Refrain); Chant, Mode VI.
110. **COMMUNION** - Also for the Most Holy Body and Blood of Christ (C)

Ev-er-y time you par-take there-of, do so in mem-o-ry of me.


111. **SOLEMN TRANSLATION OF THE HOLY EUCHARIST**

1. Pan-ge ling-ua glo-ri-ó-si, Côr-po-ris my-sté-ri-um
2. No-bis da-tus, no-bis na-tus Ex in-tácta Vir-gi-ne,
3. In su-pré-me no-ce-te coe-ne, Ré-cum-bens cum frá-tri-bus,
4. Ver-bum ca-ro, pa-nem ve-rum Ver-bo car-nem ef-fi-cit:
5. TAN-TUM ER-GO SA-CRA-MÉN-TUM, Ve-ne-re-mur cé-r-nu-i:
6. Ge-ni-tó-ri, Ge-ni-tó-que Laus et ju-bi-lá-ti-o,

An alternate setting of verses 2, 4, and 6 may be sung by the choir.

Text: St. Thomas Aquinas (1227-1274).
Tune: *Pange Lingua* (87 87 87); Chant, Mode III; acc. and alternate even verses by Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (ND-BY 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

112. **RESPONSORIAL PSALM**

Fa-ther, in-to your hands I com-men-d my spir-it.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

**GOOD FRIDAY OF THE LORD'S PASSION**

**GOSPEL ACCLAMATION:** See #61
113. ADORATION OF THE HOLY CROSS: Improperia

Part I
Intoned by chanter(s), then repeated by ALL.

Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

114. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (Rdg. I) - Also for Pentecost (Vigil and Sunday)

Lord, send out your Spirit, and renew the face of the earth.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

OR

115. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (Rdg. I)

The earth is full of the goodness of the Lord.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

116. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (Rdg. II)
- Also for Sundays XIII (C) and XXXIII (B)

You are my inheritance, O Lord.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com
117. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (Rdg. III)

Let us sing to the Lord; he has covered himself in glory.


118. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (Rdg. IV)

- Also for III Easter (C), Sundays X (C) and XIII (B)

I will praise you, Lord, for you have rescued me.


RESPONSORIAL PSALM: (Rdg. V) See #55; (Rdg. VI) See #79

119. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (Rdg. VII)

- If there are no baptisms: see instead #55 or #95.

Like a deer that longs for running streams, my soul longs for you, my God.

Music: based on Psalm Tone 8G; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).

120. ALLELUIA "O Filii et Filiae" (Easter Vigil)

Al-le-lu-ia, al-le-lu-ia, al-le-lu-ia.

Music: O Filii et Filiae, Chant, Mode II; arr. by Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).

121. RITE OF SPRINKLING

I saw water flowing from the temple, from its right hand side, alleluia. And all to whom this water came were saved and shall say: alleluia, alleluia.

Music: based on Vidi Aquam from Liber Cantualis, 1983; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).

122. OFFERTORY - Also for Sunday III

The right hand of the Lord has done valiantly; the right hand of the Lord has exalted me.

Music: Based on O Filii et Filiae, Chant, Mode II; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
123. COMMUNION - Also for Easter Sunday

Christ, our Pasch has been sacrificial, therefore let us keep the feast.

Al-le-lu-ia, al-le-lu-ia, al-le-lu-ia.

Music: O Filii et Filiae, Chant, Mode II; arr. by Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

124. INTROIT

I am risen, and I am always with you, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

125. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

This is the day the Lord has made; let us rejoice and be glad.

Music: based on O Filii et Filiae, Chant, Mode II; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

126. SEQUENCE - Required for Easter Sunday; Optional throughout the Octave

1. Christians, to the Paschal Victim offer your thankful praises.

2. A Lamb the sheep redeemeth: Christ, who only is sinless,

3. Death and life hath contended in that combat stupendous:

2. reconcileth sinners to the Father.

3. The Prince of life, who died, reigns immortal.

4. Speak, Mary, declaring What thou sawest wayfaring.

5. "The tomb of Christ who is living, the glory of Jesus resurrection;

6. Bright angels attest ing, the shroud and napkin resting.

5. Yea, Christ my hope is arisen: to Galilee he goes before you.

6. Christ indeed from death is risen, our new life obtaining.

Have mercy, Victor King, ever reigning. Amen, alleluia!

Alternate settings of verses 3, 6, and 7, as well as the "Amen, alleluia!" for SATB choir appear in the choir edition.

Text: Victimae Paschali Laudes, Wipo of Burgundy (c. 995-c. 1048); tr. from the Roman Missal, © 1964 USCCB.
Tune: Victimae Paschali Laudes (Irregular); Chant, Mode I; Alternate settings by Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (ND-BY 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
127. ALLELUIA "O Filii et Filiae" (Easter Season)
- Easter Sunday through Pentecost, plus the Annunciation

Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RITE OF SPRINKLING: See #121

128. OFFERTORY

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

COMMUNION: See #123

SECOND SUNDAY OF EASTER (DIVINE MERCY)

129. INTROIT

Music: Last three alleluias, Chant, Mode VI; remainder, Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music.
Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

130. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

SEQUENCE (Optional): See #126

ALLELUIA: See #127

131. OFFERTORY

Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

132. COMMUNION

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com
THIRD SUNDAY OF EASTER

133. INTROIT - Also Offertory for V Easter and Sunday II

Shout with joy to God, all the earth, alleluia!

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).

134. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

- Also Communion for Sunday XXXI and All Souls

Lord, you will show us the path of life.


135. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

Lord, let your face shine on us.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).

RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C): See #118

ALLELUIA: See #127

136. OFFERTORY

Praise the Lord, my soul, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).

137. COMMUNION (A)

The Lord has risen and appeared to Peter, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).

138. COMMUNION (B)

Sing to the Lord, alleluia!

Music: excerpted from Park Street, Frederic A. Venna (1788-1872); arr. by Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).

139. COMMUNION (C) - Also for SS. Peter and Paul (Vigil Mass)

O Lord, you know all things; you know that I love you, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on Surgit in Haec Dies, 12th century, © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
FOURTH SUNDAY OF EASTER

140. INTROIT

The earth is full of the mercy of the Lord, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A): See #85

141. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

The stone rejected by the builders has become the corner-stone.

Music: based on O Fílii et Fíliae, Chant, Mode II; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music.
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

142. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C) - Also for Sunday XI (A)

We are his people, the sheep of his flock.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #127

143. OFFERTORY

O God, my God, from day break do I watch for you.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

144. COMMUNION

I am the good shepherd, alleluia.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

FIFTH SUNDAY OF EASTER

145. INTROIT

Sing to the Lord a new song, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A): See #71
146. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

![Music notation]

I will praise you, Lord, in the assembly of your people.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

147. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C) - Also for Sundays XIV (A) and XXXI (C)

![Music notation]

I will praise your Name for ever, my King and my God.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #127
OFFERTORY: See #133

148. COMMUNION (A)

![Music notation]

I am in the Father, and the Father in me, alleluia, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

149. COMMUNION (BC)

![Music notation]

I am the true vine, you are the branches, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

SIXTH SUNDAY OF EASTER

150. INTROIT

![Music notation]

Spread the news with a joyful voice, alleluia!

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

151. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A) - Also for Sunday XIV (C)

![Music notation]

Let all the earth cry out to God with joy.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

152. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B) - Also for Sunday XXVIII (C)

![Music notation]

The Lord has revealed to the nations his saving pow'r.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com
153. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C) - Also for Sunday XX (A)

O God, let all the nations praise you.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #127

154. OFFERTORY

O ye nations, bless the Lord our God, alleluia!

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

155. COMMUNION (A)

Your heart will rejoice, alleluia, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

156. COMMUNION (B)

I have chosen you from the world, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

157. COMMUNION (C)

The Holy Spirit will teach you, alleluia,

all the things I have said unto you, alleluia, alleluia.

Music: Parce, Domine, Chant, Mode I, adapted by Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ASCENSION OF THE LORD

158. INTROIT

Just as you have seen him ascend into heaven, in the same way he will return, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
159. RESPONSORIAL PSALM and OFFERTORY
- Also Offertory for VII Easter

God mounts his throne to shouts of joy; a blare of trumpets for the Lord!

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #127

160. OFFERTORY - Also for VII Easter

This Jesus who was taken up to heaven, in the same way he will return, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ANOTHER OFFERTORY: See #159

161. COMMUNION (A) - Also for Most Holy Trinity (B)

Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

162. COMMUNION (B)

They shall lay their hands upon the sick, and they shall recover, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

163. COMMUNION (C)

Sing to the Lord who ascends to the heavens, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

SEVENTH SUNDAY OF EASTER

164. INTROIT - Also for Sunday XI

Hearken, O Lord, to my voice which has called out to you, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
165. RESPONSIONAL PSALM (A) - Also for All Souls (Mass III)

I believe that I shall see the good things of the Lord in the land of the living.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

166. RESPONSIONAL PSALM (B)

The Lord has set his throne in heaven.

Music: excerpted from Laudan, Anima, John Goss (1800-1880); arr. by Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

167. RESPONSIONAL PSALM (C) - Also for the Transfiguration

The Lord is King, the Most High over all the earth.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

168. COMMUNION

Father, now I come to you, alleluia, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

PENTECOST (VIGIL MASS)

169. INTROIT - Also for Most Holy Trinity (C)

The love of God has been poured into our hearts, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ANOTHER INTROIT: See also #77
RESPONSIONAL PSALM: See #114
ALLELUIA: See #127

170. OFFERTORY

Glory be unto the Lord for ever, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

171. COMMUNION

He who believes in me from his heart shall flow rivers of living waters.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), excerpted from Veni, Creator Spiritus, Mode I, © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
172. INTROIT

PENTECOST SUNDAY

The Spirit of the Lord has filled the whole world, alleluia!

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM: See #114

173. SEQUENCE

1. Come, thou Holy Spirit come! And from thy celestial home
2. Come, thou Father of the poor! Come, thou source of all our store!

1. Shed a ray of light divine! 3. Thou, of Comforters the best;
2. Come, within our bosons shine! 4. In our labor, rest most sweet;

3. Thou, the soul's most welcome guest; Sweet refreshment here below;
4. Grateful coolness in the heat; So lace in the midst of woe.

5. O most blessed light divine, Shine within these hearts of thine,
6. Where thou are not, man hath naught, Nothing good in deed or thought,

5. And our inmost being fill! 7. Heal our wounds, our strength renew;
6. Nothing free from taint or ill. 8. Bend the stubborn heart and will;

7. On our dryness pour thy dew; Wash the stains of guilt away:
8. Melt the frozen, warm the chill; Guide the steps that go astray.

9. On the faithful, who adore And confess thee, evermore
10. Give them virtue's sure reward; Give them thy salvation, Lord;

10. Give them joys that never end. Amen, alleluia!

*An alternate setting for the even-numbered verses and the ending "Amen, alleluia!” may be sung by the choir.

Text: Veni Sancte Spiritus, Latin, 12th century; tr. by Edward Caswall (1814-1878).
Tune: Veni Sancte Spiritus (Irregular); Chant, Mode I. Alternate settings by Brian Michael Page (b. 1964).
© 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (ND-BY 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #127

174. OFFERTORY

Con firm, O God, what you have wrought in us.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com
175. COMMUNION

All were filled with the Holy Spirit, alleluia, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

176. INTROIT (AB)

Blest be the Holy Trinity, the undivided Unity.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

INTROIT (C): See #169

177. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

Glory and praise for ever.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

178. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B) - Also for Sunday XIX (C)

Blessed the people the Lord has chosen to be his own.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

179. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C) - Also Communion for Sunday XXIX

O Lord, our God, how wonderful your name in all the earth.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

180. ALLELUIA "Pange Lingua"

- Solemnities after Pentecost, June Solemnities, and Sundays X-XII

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on Pange Lingua Gloriosi, Chant, Mode III; © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

181. OFFERTORY

Blessed be God the Father, and the only begotten Son of God, and the Holy Spirit.

Music: based on Benedictus sit Deus Pater, Chant, Mode III; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
182. COMMUNION (AC)

Let us bless the God of heaven.

Music: based on *Benedicimus Deum caeli*, Chant, Mode IV; Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

COMMUNION (B): See #161

183. INTROIT - Also for Thanksgiving Day

**Most Holy Body and Blood of Christ**

**Chanter(s)**

He fed them with the finest wheat, alleluia, and satisfied them with honey from the rock, alleluia, alleluia, alleluia.

Music: Last three alleluias, Chant, Mode VI; remainder, Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

184. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

Praise the Lord, Jerusalem.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

185. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

I will take the cup of salvation and call on the name of the Lord.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

186. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

You are a priest for ever in the line of Melchizedek.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #180

187. OFFERTORY

The Lord opened the doors of heaven and rained down manna upon them to eat.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
188. OFFERTORY - Also for Sunday XXIV (AB)

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

189. COMMUNION (AB) - Also for Sundays XV, XX (B), and XXI and All Souls

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

COMMUNION (C): See #110

190. INTROIT

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

191. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM: (B): See #55; (C): See #85

ALLELUIA: See #180

192. OFFERTORY

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

193. COMMUNION

cvmusic.christusvincit.com
Taste and see the goodness of the Lord. Blessed the man who trusts in him.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

I say unto you: there is joy among the angels of God for the one sinner who repents.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

Let all the earth worship and praise you, O God.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

Here am I, Lord; I come to do your will.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

Proclaim his marvelous deeds to all the nations.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

We shall rejoice in your salvation.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com
201. COMMUNION (B)

We have found the Mes-si-ah, the Christ.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

202. COMMUNION (C)

Fill the jars with wa-ter, and bring some to the mas-ter of the feast.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

THIRD SUNDAY OF THE YEAR

203. INTROIT (AB)

Fol-low me, and I will make you fish-ers of men.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

204. INTROIT (C)

Bow down be-fore God, all you his an-gels.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A): See #73

205. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

Teach me your ways, O Lord.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

206. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C) - Also for Sunday XV (C)

Your words, Lord, are spir-it and life.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #199

OFFERTORY: See #122

207. COMMUNION (AB)

Fol-low me, and I will make you fish-ers of men.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com
A S Â
Ê

Be not sad, for the joy of the Lord is our strength
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FOURTH SUNDAY OF THE YEAR

209. INTROIT - Also for Sunday XXX

Let the hearts of those who seek the Lord rejoice.


cvmusic.christusvincit.com

210. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

Blessed are the poor in spirit; the kingdom of heaven is theirs.
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B): See #78

211. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

I will sing of your salvation.


cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #199

212. OFFERTORY

It is good to give thanks unto the Lord.
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213. COMMUNION (A) - Also for All Saints

Remember, Lord, thy servants when thou dost take thy throne.


cvmusic.christusvincit.com

214. COMMUNION (BC) - Also for All Souls

Let your face shine down upon your servant.


cvmusic.christusvincit.com
FIFTH SUNDAY OF THE YEAR

215. INTROIT

Come, let us worship God, and bow down before the Lord.
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216. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

The just man is a light in darkness to the upright.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

217. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

Praise the Lord, who heals the broken hearted.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

218. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

In the sight of the angels, I will sing your praises, Lord.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #199

219. OFFERTORY - Also for Sunday XII

Render my footsteps in your paths so that my feet do not slip.
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220. COMMUNION (AC)

I will enter unto the altar of God, the God who gives joy to my youth.
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221. COMMUNION (B)

A power came out from him, which healed them all.
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222. INTROIT

Be unto me a protecting God and a house of refuge.
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223. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

Blessed are they who follow the law of the Lord.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

224. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

I turn to you, Lord, in time of trouble,

and you fill me with the joy of salvation.
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225. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

Blessed are they who hope in the Lord.
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226. ALLELUIA "Adoremus in Aeternum" - Sundays VI-IX

Al-le-lu-ia, al-le-lu-ia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on Adoremus in Aeternum, Chant, Mode V;
© 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

227. OFFERTORY

Blessed are you, O Lord; teach me your commandments.
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228. COMMUNION

They ate, and they were fully satisfied.
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229. INTROIT

I have placed my trust in your mercyful love.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM (AC): See #80

230. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

Lord, heal my soul, for I have sinned against you.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #226

231. OFFERTORY

Hearken to the voice of my prayer.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on Intende Voci, Chant, Mode V; © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

232. COMMUNION

I will tell of all your wondrous deeds.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

EIGHTH SUNDAY OF THE YEAR

233. INTROIT

The Lord has become my protector.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

234. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

Rest in God alone, my soul.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B): See #80

235. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C) - Also for Sunday XI (B)

Lord, it is good to give thanks to you.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
ALLELUIA: See #226

236. OFFERTORY - Also for All Souls

Turn to me, O Lord, and deliver my soul.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on Domine Converte, Chant, Mode VI; © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

237. COMMUNION (A) - Also for Sunday XX (C)

Seek first the kingdom of God, and the rest will be added unto you, says the Lord.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

238. COMMUNION (BC)

I will sing unto the Lord who has dealt bountifully with me.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

NINTH SUNDAY OF THE YEAR

239. INTROIT

Look upon me and have mercy on me, O Lord.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

240. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

Lord, be my rock of safety.


241. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

Sing with joy to God, our help.


242. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C) - Also for Sunday XXI (C)

Go out to all the world and tell the Good News.


ALLELUIA: See #226
243. OFFERTORY

Let those who know your Name trust in you, O Lord.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

244. COMMUNION - Also Introit for Sunday XXIX

I have called out because you hear me, O God; incline your ear and hear my words.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

OR

245. COMMUNION - Also for Sunday XXXIII (BC)

Whatever you ask in your prayers, believe that you shall receive it, and it shall be granted unto you.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

TENTH SUNDAY OF THE YEAR

INTROIT (AC): See #73

246. INTROIT (B) - Also for Sunday XXVIII and All Souls

If you, O Lord, mark iniquities, Lord, who would survive?

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

247. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

To the upright I will show the saving power of God.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM: (B) See #94; (C) See #118

ALLELUIA: See #180

OFFERTORY: See #89

248. COMMUNION (AC)

The Lord is my rock, my fortress, and my deliverer; My God is my help.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
249. COMMUNION (B)

Who - ev - er does the will of my Fa - ther in heav - en
is my broth - er, my sis - ter, and my moth - er, says the Lord.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

Eleventh Sunday of the Year

INTROIT: See #164
RESPONSORIAL PSALM: (A) See #142; (B) See #235

250. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

Lord, for - give the wrong I have done.
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ALLELUIA: See #180

251. OFFERTORY

I bless the Lord who gives me coun - sel.
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252. COMMUNION

One thing I ask of the Lord, this I seek:

that I may dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of my life.
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Twelfth Sunday of the Year

253. INTROIT

The Lord is the strength of his peo - ple.

Music: Dóminus Fortitúdo Plebis Suæ, Chant, Mode II, adapt. by Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

254. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

Lord, in your great love, an - swer me.
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

Give thanks to the Lord, his love is everlasting.

RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C) - Also for Sundays XXII (A) and XXXII (A)

My soul is thirsting for you, O Lord my God.

ALLELUIA: See #180

OFFERTORY: See #219

COMMUNION (A)

What I tell you in the dark, utter in the light, says the Lord.

COMMUNION (B)

I will sing and recite a psalm unto the Lord.

COMMUNION (C) - Also for Sundays XXII (A) and XXIV (B)

Take up your cross and follow me.

Thirteenth Sunday of the Year

INTROIT

All nations, clap your hands; cry unto God with a voice of joy!

RESPONSORIAL PSALM: (A) See #21; (B) See #118; (C) See #116

ALLELUIA "Providentiae" - Sundays XIII-XVIII

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 1997 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
262. **OFFERTORY**

There is no shame for those who trust in you, O Lord.
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263. **COMMUNION (A)**

Christ, rising from the dead, dies no more, alleluia.
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264. **COMMUNION (BC)**

Incline your ear, and have ten to rescue us.
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**FOURTEENTH SUNDAY OF THE YEAR**

265. **INTROIT** - Also for the Presentation of the Lord

We have received your mercy, O God, in the midst of your temple.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on Suscipimus, Deus, Chant, Mode I. © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

**RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A): See #147**

**RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B):**

Our eyes are fixed on the Lord, pleading for his mercy.


Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

**RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C): See #151**

**ALLELUIA:** See #261

266. **OFFERTORY**

Who is God, other than you, O Lord?
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**COMMUNION:** See #194
268. INTROIT

Cast your cares up on the Lord, and he will sustain you.


269. INTROIT - Also for All Souls

I will appear before you in righteousness.


270. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

The seed that falls on good ground will yield a fruitful harvest.


RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B): See #9

271. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

Turn to the Lord in your need, and you will live.


ANOTHER RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C): See also #206

ALLELUIA: See #261

OFFERTORY: See #4

COMMUNION: See #83 or 189

272. INTROIT

Be hold, God is my helper, and the Lord upholds my life.


273. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

Lord, you are good and forgiving.


RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B): See #85
274. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C) - Also for Sunday XXII (B)

He who does justice will live in the presence of the Lord.
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275. OFFERTORY - Also for Responsorial Psalm for Sunday XXVI (B)

The precepts of the Lord give joy to the heart.
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276. COMMUNION (AB)

Accept a sacrifice of justice, oblations and burnt offerings, placed upon your altar, O Lord.
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277. COMMUNION (C)

Mary has chosen the better part for herself, which shall never be taken away from her.
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Seventeenth Sunday of the Year

INTROIT: See #39

278. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

Lord, I love your commands.
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279. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B) - Also for Sunday XVIII (A)

The hand of the Lord feeds us; he answers all our needs.
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280. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

Lord, on the day I called for help, you answered me.
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ALLELUIA: See #261
OFFERTORY: See #63

281. COMMUNION (A)

The kingdom of heaven is like a merchant seeking fine pearls.
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282. COMMUNION (B)

Honor the Lord with your substance, and with the first of your fruits.
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283. COMMUNION (C)

Ask, and you shall receive; seek, and you shall find.
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EIGHTEENTH SUNDAY OF THE YEAR

284. INTROIT (A)

All who are thirsty, come to the water, says the Lord;
and you who have no money, come, drink in gladness.
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285. INTROIT (BC)

O God, come to my assistance; O Lord, make haste to help me.
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A): See #279

286. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

The Lord gave them bread from heaven.
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287. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

If today you hear his voice, hard-en not your hearts.
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288. ALLELUIA "O Clemens"

- Sundays XVIII-XXII, plus Transfiguration and Assumption

Al-le-lu-ia, al-le-lu-ia, al-le-lu-ia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), excerpted from Salve, Regina, Chant, Mode V; © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

289. OFFERTORY (AB) - Also for Sunday XXIV (C)

Why, O Lord, does your anger burn against your people?
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OFFERTORY (C): See #188

290. COMMUNION

You gave us bread from heav-en, O Lord.
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NINETEENTH SUNDAY OF THE YEAR

291. INTROIT

Re-mem-ber, O Lord, your cov-en-ant; for-get not the cries of those who seek you.
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM: (A) See #9; (B) See #87; (C) See #178

ALLELUIA: See #288

OFFERTORY: See #43

292. COMMUNION (AB) - Also for All Souls

The bread that I will give is my flesh for the life of the world.
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293. COMMUNION (C)

Bless-ed the serv-ant whom, when the Lord comes, he will find to be vig-il-ant.
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**Twentieth Sunday of the Year**

### 294. INTROIT

```
O God, our Pro-tec-tor, be-hold, and look up-on the face of your Anoint-ed.
```
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM: (A) See #166; (B) See #87

### 295. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

```
Lord, come to my aid.
```
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ALLELUIA: See #288

OFFERTORY: See #87

### 296. COMMUNION (A)

```
My house shall be called a house of prayer, says the Lord.
```
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COMMUNION: (B) See #189; (C) See #237

---

**Twenty-First Sunday of the Year**

### 297. INTROIT

```
In-cine your ear to me, O Lord, and hear me.
```
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### 298. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

```
Lord, your love is e-ter-nal; do not for-sake the work of your hands.
```
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM: (B) See #87; (C) See #242

ALLELUIA: See #288

### 299. OFFERTORY

```
The Lord has put a new song in-to my mouth, a hymn to our God.
```
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300. COMMUNION

The earth will be satisfied with the work of your hands, O Lord.
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ANOTHER COMMUNION: See #189

TWENTY-SECOND SUNDAY OF THE YEAR

301. INTROIT

Have mercy on me, O Lord, for I have called out to you all the day.
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM: (A) See #256; (B) See #274

302. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

God, in your goodness you have made a home for the poor.
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ALLELUIA: See #288

303. OFFERTORY

O Lord, look down to help me.
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COMMUNION (A): See #259

304. COMMUNION (BC)

O Lord, I will be mindful of your justice alone.
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TWENTY-THIRD SUNDAY OF THE YEAR

305. INTROIT

You are righteous, O Lord, and right is your judgment.
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A): See #78
306. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B) - Also for Sundays XXVI (C) and XXXII (B)

Praise the Lord, my soul!

Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

307. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

In ev’ry age, O Lord, you have been our refuge.
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308. ALLELUIA V for Ordinary Time

- Sundays XXIII-XXVI, plus the Exaltation of the Holy Cross

Al-le-lu-ia, al-le-lu-ia.
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309. OFFERTORY

Hear, O Lord, the prayers of your servant.
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310. COMMUNION

Make your vows unto the Lord, and accomplish them.
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Twent-y-Fourth Sunday of the Year

311. INTROIT

Give peace, O God, to those who wait for you.
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312. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

The Lord is kind and merciful, slow to anger and rich in compassion.
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B): See #72
313. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

I will rise and go to my Father.

Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #308
OFFERTORY: (AB) See #188; (C) See #289

314. COMMUNION (A) - Also for Thanksgiving Day

Bring your offering and enter his courts; adore the Lord in his holy temple.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

COMMUNION: (B) See #259; (C) See #185

315. INTROIT

I am the salvation of the people, says the Lord; from whatever tribulations they cry out to me.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

316. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

The Lord is near to those who call on him.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2015 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

317. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

The Lord upholds my life.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

318. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

Praise the Lord, who lifts up the poor.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
319. OFFERTORY - Also for All Souls

Your right hand has delivered me.
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320. COMMUNION

You have commanded that your precepts be diligently kept.
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TwentY-Sixth Sunday of the Year

321. INTROIT (A)

At the Name of Jesus, every knee shall bow.

Text: excerpted from At the Name of Jesus, Caroline Maria Noel (1817-1877).
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322. INTROIT (BC)

Deal with us in your abundant mercy.
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323. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

Remember your mercies, O Lord.
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM: (B) See #275; (C) See #306

ALLELUIA: See #308

324. OFFERTORY

By the rivers of Babylon, we sat and wept.
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325. COMMUNION

Be mindful of your word to your servant, O Lord, in which you caused me to hope.
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326. INTROIT

All things are subject to your will, O Lord, the master of the universe.
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327. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

The vineyard of the Lord is the house of Israel.
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328. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

May the Lord bless us all the days of our lives.
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C): See #78

329. ALLELUIA "Lux Aeterna" - Sundays XXVII-XXXI, plus All Saints and All Souls

Alleluia, alleluia.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), excerpted from Lux Aeterna, Chant, Mode VIII; © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

330. OFFERTORY

Job was a blameless and upright man who feared God.
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331. COMMUNION

My soul has longed for your salvation, I hope in your word.
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332. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

I shall live in the house of the Lord all the days of my life.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
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TWENTY-EIGHTH SUNDAY OF THE YEAR

INTROIT: See #246
333. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

Fill us with your love, O Lord, and we will sing for joy.
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C): See #152

ALLELUIA: See #329

334. OFFERTORY

Re - mem - ber me, O Lord, you who dom - i - nate all auth - o - ri - ty.
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335. COMMUNION

Your law is my med - i - ta - tion.
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**Twenty-Ninth Sunday of the Year**

INTROIT: See #244

336. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

Give the Lord glo - ry and hon - or.
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B): See #71

337. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

Our help is from the Lord, who made heav - en and earth.
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ALLELUIA: See #329

OFFERTORY: See #74

COMMUNION: See #179
INTROIT: *See #209*

**338. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)**

\[
\begin{align*}
I love you, Lord, my strength.
\end{align*}
\]

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B): *See #10*

**339. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)**

\[
\begin{align*}
The Lord hears the cry of the poor.
\end{align*}
\]

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: *See #329*

**340. OFFERTORY**

\[
\begin{align*}
Lord, grant me life according to your word.
\end{align*}
\]

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

COMMUNION: *See #200*

**THIRTY-FIRST SUNDAY OF THE YEAR**

**341. INTROIT**

\[
\begin{align*}
A-ban-don me not, O Lord, my God, do not de-part from me.
\end{align*}
\]

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

INTROIT (C): *See #59*

**342. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)**

\[
\begin{align*}
In you, Lord, I have found my peace.
\end{align*}
\]

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM: (B) *See #338*; (C) *See #147*

ALLELUIA: *See #329*
343. OFFERTORY - Also for Thanksgiving Day

Bless the Lord, my soul!

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on Psalm Tone 8G, © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

COMMUNION: See #134

344. INTROIT - Also for All Souls

Let my prayer enter your presence, O Lord.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

RESPONSORIAL PSALM: (A) See #256; (B) See #306

Lord, when your glory appears, my joy will be full.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

345. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia!


346. ALLELUIA "Christus Vincit"

- Sundays XXXII and XXXIII, plus Christ the King,
the Dedication of the Lateran Basilica, and Thanksgiving Day

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

347. OFFERTORY

Guide my footsteps, O Lord, according to your word.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

348. COMMUNION (A)

Be hold, the bridegroom is here; come out to meet Christ the Lord.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

COMMUNION (BC): See #85

349. INTROIT

I am pondering thoughts of peace, says the Lord, and not of affliction.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
350. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A)

Blessed are those who fear the Lord.
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B): See #116

351. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C)

The Lord comes to rule the earth with justice.
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ALLELUIA: See #346

352. OFFERTRARY - Also for All Souls

Out of the depths I cry unto you, O Lord.
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353. COMMUNION (A) - Also for All Souls

Well done, good and faithful servant; enter unto the joys of your Lord.
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COMMUNION (BC): See #245

354. INTROIT

Worthy the Lamb, the Lamb who was slain!
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM (A): See #85

355. RESPONSORIAL PSALM (B)

The Lord is King; he is robed in majesty.
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RESPONSORIAL PSALM (C): See #2

ALLELUIA: See #346
356. OFFERTORY

Ask of me, and I will give you the nations.
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357. COMMUNION - Also for All Souls

In-her-it the kingdom prepared for you from the beginning of the world.
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COMMUNION (BC): See #54

February 2: The Presentation of the Lord

358. BLESSING OF THE CANDLES

Behold, our Lord will come with mighty power,

to bring light to the eyes of those who serve him, alleluia!
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359. PROCESSION

A light of revelation to the Gentiles, and of glory to your people Israel.

INTROIT: See #49 or #265

360. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

Who is this King of glory? It is the Lord!
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ALLELUIA: See #199

361. OFFERTORY

God has blessed you for ever, world without end.
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362. COMMUNION

He would not see death before he had seen Christ the Lord.
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March 19: St. Joseph, Spouse of the Blessed Virgin Mary

363. INTROIT - Also Offertory for the Nativity of St. John the Baptist (Mass during the Day)

The just shall flour-ish like the palm tree.


364. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

The Son of Da-vid will live for ev-er.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

365. OFFERTORY

My faith-ful-ness and mer-cy shall be with him, and by my name his horn is ex-alt-ed.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

366. COMMUNION (if Gospel of Matthew is read)

Jo-seph, son of Da-vid: do not fear to take Ma-ry as your wife.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

COMMUNION (if Gospel of Luke is read): See #45

March 25*: The Annunciation of the Lord

INTROIT: See #19
RESPONSORIAL PSALM: See #197
GOSPEL ACCLAMATION (in Lent): See #61
ALLELUIA (in P.T.): See #127
OFFERTORY: See #22
COMMUNION: See #23

* If March 25 falls on a Sunday or during Holy Week, then the Annunciation is moved to the Monday following II Easter.

June 24: The Nativity of St. John the Baptist (Vigil Mass)

367. INTROIT

Fear not, Zech-a-ri-ab; your prayer has been an-swered.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
Since my mother's womb, you have been my strength.
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ALLELUIA: See #180

369. OFFERTORY - Also for the Transfiguration

You have crowned him with glory and honor.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

370. COMMUNION

Great is his glory through your salvation.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

JUNE 24: THE NATIVITY OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST
(MASS DURING THE DAY)

371. INTROIT

From my mother's womb the Lord called me by my name.

Music: based on Miserérís ómnium, Dómine, Chant, Mode I, Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

372. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

I praise you, for I am wonderfully made.

cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #180
OFFERTORY: See #363

373. COMMUNION

You, O child, will be called the Prophet of the Most High.
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374. INTROIT

When you are old, you will stretch forth your hands.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

375. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

Their message goes out through all the earth.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #180

376. OFFERTORY

In my eyes, O God, your friends are made exceeding-honorable.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

COMMUNION: See #139

377. INTROIT

Now I know that the Lord has been sent by an angel.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

378. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

The angel of the Lord will rescue those who fear him.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

ALLELUIA: See #180

379. OFFERTORY

You will make them princes over all the earth.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com
380. COMMUNION

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
cvmusic.christusvincit.com

You are Peter, and upon this Rock I will build my Church.

AUGUST 6: THE TRANSFIGURATION OF THE LORD

INTROIT: See #69
RESPONSORIAL PSALM: See #167
ALLELUIA: See #288
OFFERTORY: See #369
COMMUNION: See #75

381. INTROIT

All the rich among the people will seek your favor.
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AUGUST 15: THE ASSUMPTION OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY (VIGIL MASS)

382. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

Lord, go up to the place of your rest; you are the ark of your holiness.
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383. OFFERTORY

Blessed are you, O Virgin Mary, for you have carried the Creator of the universe.
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384. COMMUNION

Blessed is the womb of the Virgin Mary, who has carried the Son of the eternal Father.
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385. INTROIT

A great sign appeared in heaven.
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OR

386. INTROIT

Let us all rejoice in the Lord, as we celebrate this feast day in honor of the Virgin Mary.
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387. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

The queen stands at your right hand arrayed in gold.
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ALLELUIA: See #288

388. OFFERTORY

Mary has been taken up to heaven; the angels rejoice, alleluia!
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389. COMMUNION

All generations shall call me blessed.
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SEPTEMBER 14: THE EXALTATION OF THE HOLY CROSS

INTROIT: See #106

390. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

Do not forget the works of the Lord.
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ALLELUIA: See #308
391. OFFERTORY

Protect your people, O Lord, by the sign of the holy cross.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

392. COMMUNION

By the sign of the cross, free us from our foes, O Lord our God.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

November 1: All Saints

393. INTROIT

Let us all rejoice in the Lord, as we celebrate this feast day in honor of all the saints.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

394. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

Lord, this is the people that longs to see your face.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), festive adaptation of Psalm Tone 8G, © 2014 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

Alleluia: See #329

395. OFFERTORY

The souls of the just are in the hand of God.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

COMMUNION: See #213
November 2: Commemoration of All Faithful Departed (All Souls)

396. INTROIT

E - ter - nal rest grant un - to them, O Lord, him, her,
and let per - pe - tu - al light shine up - on them. him. her.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), adapted from Requiem Aeternam, Chant, Mode VI; © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

MORE INTROITS: See #246, #269, or #344
RESPONSORIAL PSALM: (Mass I) See #85; (Mass II) See #4; (Mass III) See #73 or #165
ALLELUIA: See #329

397. OFFERTORY

O Lord Je - sus Christ, King of glo - ry, de - liv - er the souls of all the faith - ful de - part - ed.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

MORE OFFERTORIES: See #89, #236, #319, or #352

398. COMMUNION

May light e - ter - nal shine up - on them, O Lord, him, her,
with your saints for ev - er, for you are kind.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), adapted from Lux Aeterna, Chant, Mode VIII; © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

MORE COMMUNIONS: See #85, #134, #189, #214, #292, #353, or #357
399. RECESSIONAL

May the angels lead you into paradise; may the martyrs receive you, and lead you to the holy city, Jerusalem.

May the choirs of angels receive you, and, with Lazarus who once was poor, may you have eternal rest.

Music: In Paradisum, Chant, Mode VII, and Chorus Angelorum, Chant, Mode VIII; adapt. and arr. by Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

400. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

The waters of the river gladden the city of God, the holy dwelling of the Most High.


401. OFFERTORY

O Lord, my God, in the simplicity of my heart I have joyfully offered all things.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2017 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com

402. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

The earth has yielded its fruits; God, our God, has blessed us.

403. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

Blessed be the Name of the Lord for ever.
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404. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

I will praise your Name for ever, Lord.
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ALLELUIA: See #346
OFFERTORY: See #343
COMMUNION: See #314

December 8: The Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary

405. INTROIT

I will greatly rejoice in the Lord, and my soul shall be joyful in my God.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0).
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406. RESPONSORIAL PSALM

Sing to the Lord a new song, for he has done marvelous deeds.
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ALLELUIA: See #5
OFFERTORY: See #22

407. COMMUNION

Glorious things of thee are spoken, O Mary.

Music: Brian Michael Page (b. 1964), based on Austria, Franz Joseph Haydn (1732-1809), © 2016 Christus Vincit Music. Creative Commons License (CC BY-ND 3.0). cvmusic.christusvincit.com